
OBAMA’S LONG
ARM/SHORT ARM STIFF
OF THE NETROOTS
When I was first sworn into the bar, I had the
good fortune of being mentored by an experienced
and wise senior partner. One of the first things
that he taught me in dealing with other parties
was to be aware of the long arm-short arm
syndrome. This is where a person has a long arm
for taking, and a short arm for giving.

When it comes to the netroots, Barack Obama has
the long arm-short arm syndrome. He has taken
much from us in terms of support, voice,
momentum, money, footwork and energy. Obama has
given little, if anything, in return to the
netroots. Unless you count disdain and scorn.
And pokes in the eye with a blunt stick.

Let’s go through a bill of particulars, starting
with oh, say, today:

Eric Holder: Eric Holder is a horrid choice for
Attorney General. Looseheadprop knows this and
gave her take earlier. Holder conspired with his
friend Scooter Libby to get a pardon for Marc
Rich; Obama must have been mighty impressed by
that. Or maybe he was more impressed with
Holder’s ability to skate his Republican/Bush
bigwig friends at Chiquita Brands for their
complicity in paying millions of dollars to
rightwing death squads in Colombia that murdered
union leaders and workers. Uh, and then Chiquita
paid off the other side. While they were
probably smuggling narcotics for the CIA.
Another excellent entry on the resume for Obama
I guess. Oh, and Holder was not very popular
with the career rank and file at DOJ when he was
there; he was seen as very divisive. So we got
that going for us. Just what is needed for the
rotting carcass at DOJ that Bush/Cheney is
leaving.

In short, hey, seriously, if you like the
corporate apologist, rich people coddling,
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torturing approving and covering, illegal
wiretapping loving, breakdown in the career
ranks bullshit DOJ of the last eight years, you
will absolutely love Eric Holder. He will, of
course, be nominally better that Mukasey. If
that is good enough for you, he is your guy!
Thanks Barack!

Joe Lieberman: As y’all might have heard, Rape
Gurney Joe Lieberman was ejected from the
Democratic Caucus, er stripped of his DHS Chair,
…. Oh, hell, Harry Reid kissed the sucker on
both cheeks and thanked the back stabbing little
prick for being magnanimous.

Now, how exactly did we come to the point to
where the guy who bolted the party and actively
campaigned side by side, hand in hand, for the
better part of two years for the race baiting
Republican shame-meister John McCain? Who caused
this love to be given to one of the netroots’
most hated men? Uh, that would be good old long
arm-short arm Barack Obama.

Obama didn’t just shaft the netroots though, he
stuck the shiv in the American people by
engineering Lieberman’s retention of his DHS
Chairmanship. That man should not be allowed in
the same universe as that committee. The
American people are entitled to a man that will
do the freaking job. A great American city was
drowned. People are dead. Tens maybe hundreds of
thousands are effectively still homeless.
Billions of dollars were wasted. He. Did.
Freaking. Nothing. Nada. Zilch. Zero. Say
goodnight New Orleans, and tell Barack Obama
thank you!

The FISA Lie: Barack Obama gave his word (likely
to cravenly gain credibility with Russ Feingold,
Wisconsin Democratic primary voters, and the
netroots) that he was against retroactive telcom
immunity and would filibuster any attempt to
pass it through the Senate. Then, when his
nomination was all but assured and the bill came
up for a vote, Barack Obama showed his colors
and shoved the shiv once again in the raw bloody
back of the progressives and netroots. Obama
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turned on a dime and not only did not
filibuster, it was his lead that Pelosi and Reid
followed in ramming the craptastic FISA
Amendments Act through with retroactive immunity
for the Bush/Cheney criminals. Heckuva job
Baracky! It is an action that is second nature
for Obama; he literally seems to enjoy it. Hard
to understand how Obama was not seen as a con
man on the spot; mostly the desperate netroots
needed a few more blade strokes I guess. Well,
we have those now; can we start calling the
progressive bashing Obama out for what he is
yet?

More Particulars: Here are some more greatest
hits from Barack Obama the progressive hater:
Campaigning for Barrow in Georgia and against
the wonderful progressive candidate, wobbliness
on the auto bailout, lack of interest in
pursuing torture and war crime offenders in the
justice department and throughout the
government, appointment of ultimate DLC centrist
hack Rahm Emanuel as Chief of Staff, agreement
to offshore drilling and dissing of clean coal
technology…..

The list is getting awfully long. Almost as long
as Barack Obama’s arm that he used to take our
money and efforts to get himself elected. All we
have seen is the short arm he has used to punch
us in the face and collect street cred with
villagers for having done so.

It is sickening. It is so bad that even Pat
Buchanan (see video above) is feeling sorry for
the progressive netroots and is calling on
President-Elect Obama to at least have the mercy
to throw a little bone. Looks like it will be a
damn small bone.

Heckuva job Barack!
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